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Abstract 
Attitudes of male and female subjects toward a prospective 
social group member who did/did not have a history of mental 
illness were investigated. The cognitive, behavioral and 
affective components of subjects' attitudes were measured. 
Results from the cognitive measure indicated that: 1) Subjects 
in the experimental condition perceived the confederate 
less positively on personal characteristics indicative of 
moral character. 2) Male subjects perceived the confederate 
as more dependable when she had a history of mental illness, 
while female subjects perceived her as less dependable 
when she disclosed history of mental illness. On the 
behavioral and affective component measures, there were no 
significant differences between the groups. 
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Ma s' Fema s' Attitudes Toward a Pro t Social 
Group Member with a Histo of Mental Illness 
Human interact is guided by a number of biological, 
1 and 
the individuals 
ocesses occur within between 
in a social encounter. There is 
complexity to the ritual of man engaging man. Scientists have 
r to this complexity by study the smal r 
un s behav ich to and direct soc 
behavior. One area of study been direc toward how 
attitudes affect soc 1 life. Attit s are of rest s 
they can affect how one v the world and the people 
Where soc 1 interaction is concerned, rest att 
it" 
s is 
related to the assumption that the attitude one holds toward a 
rson, or a group, will affect one's willingness to engage 
social behaviors with that person or groupc 8 an attitude 
is a favo le or unfavorable response towa some object or 
issue, knowing one's attitude toward someone, or some group, 
wou prov in rmation about the possibility of the involved 
indiv ls racting .. 
When one engages another in social interact a 
rization process begins. As process unfolds 
rmation is exchanged; this information is influenced by 
attitudes. Attitudes influence information by of their 
it ioral affective components (Michener, 
DeLamater & rtz, 1986). The cogn ive component r rs to 
rcept includes the descriptions and characterist s 
ascribed to an encountered person. The behav ral component of 
an attitude 
behav ral 
s a pr isposit 
toward certa 
to respond, or a 
individuals. What is 
important here is that a rson with a specific itude towa 
someone is inclined act some ways toward that person and 
not other ways. F lly, the affective core of an attitude 
re rs emotions associated with the person with whom one 
racts. Feelings such as 1 islike love-hatred 
constitute af ive dimension of an atti The 
cogn ive, behavioral s of an atti 
se, result an overall attitude ing od It is 
obvious that an attitude is a representation of something qu e 
complex, as well as influential, in directing individual and 
group interaction. 
Many studies have stigated attitudes and their 
influence on group life. Particularly interesting to is 
resea r have been stud which have looked at attit s 
towa certa stigmatized groups These stud s are of 
interest since they offer information on how persons label 
, or stigmati in some way, are eval by others. 
From this rmation is possible to antic type of 
reaction these stigmatized indiv ls 11 be given shou they 
attempt to interact in everyday lifee 
For a stigmati individual, becoming part of mainstream 
li is difficult Part of this difficulty stems from the 
s ld toward the "blemi " one by the social group to 
wh he/she a ireso A stigmati individual may sire to be 
rt of a group; however sire is not enough for group 
2 
3 
member Pro t group rs must be eval and 
judged to possess personal qualit s useful to the group The 
extent to which one s from desired personal qual s 
will affect att udes of group rs toward person 
ing membersh with some forms of e resulting 
reject One type of dev e, mental illness, has a history 
of evoking negative attit s disapproval from rs, 
resulting in diminished possibilit s r soc 1 group 
rt ipation r the formerly mentally ill .. 
Research st atti s tow a mental illness 
and ly ill by way of surveys, rimental 
stud Se s have focused on atti s by 
"public," various occupational groups and various 
socioeconomic groups tow a the mentally ill.. Atti C' .._, towa 
the mentally ill have stigat employment and 
e rsonal situationso The aim of the present study was to 
inve t attit tow a the rmerly mentally ill in a 
setting wh has not stud Soc group rship .. 
Previous research provides info ion attitudes 
tow a the rmerly mentally ill.. Before describing my own 
study I will discuss esentative research which has 
investigated these attitudes. This discussion will div the 
research ies which have measured the cogn ive, 
ioral af ive components of an attitude where me 
illness is concerned. It is important to note that the 
dist tion between the three components is often blurred since 
they are re are subject to the experimenter's 
4 
viewpo For rpose of this paper, s which have 
investigated the rcept overall evaluations rs have 
about the formerly mentally ill will comprise the cognitive 
section. Stud s which have investigated jects' atti s 
towa a rmer mental pat rpersonal situat or 
situat will be discus in the behav ral 
sectiono F lly, studies which have u nonverbal measures in 
their assessment of attitudes toward the formerly mentally ill 
will compose the af sect 
Cognitive 
The cogn ive component of an attitude represents one's 
pe about a person. Studies investigating attitudes 
toward the mentally ill have used surveys, questionnaires and 
rating forms to measure these pe ions. One such was 
by Nunnally (1 1) who found the public to have 
negat att udes towa mentally ill. His sample regarded 
the mentally ill with r, dislike and distrust rceived 
them as dirty, unpred e, dangerous worthless. Nunnally 
these attitudes across all groups, regardless of and 
ion; r, younger and r rsons had 
somewhat ss negative s. 
Lamy (1966) so investigat atti s toward rsons 
led a mentally ill. Subjects hi study were col 
s who completed a ionnaire which asses ir 
attitudes about an ex-mental and an ex-prison 
Results the role of ex-conv wa more irab 
the role of ex-mental that a sol itous r 
wou be more like to trust the care of 
conv t 
Far 
to an ex-mental pat 
, Fe r and Boudreau (1 3) ask 
5 
r ild to an ex-
female hospital 
workers to rate a confederate did/did not a history of 
mental illness on the llow qualities: Pr ictable, 
rel e, tense, va e and trustworthy. Regardless of 
condition, resu s showed no s if 
rate on 
dif rence in the 
subjects' ratings of lit s .. 
Far , Thaw, Lovern Mangone (1974) to dete 
react of res s to possibility of a forme 
ient moving into their ne rhood .. Results that 
res s the pat to more 
find a job, they expected h not to by his 
neighbors, they him to have difficulty funct 
in the community. 
In a study by Goodyear (1983) vocat rehabilitation 
counselors were a their pe 
schi 
ions of alcoholic, mentally 
reta , pa egic ren clients These subjects 
more posit rceptions about phys lly di ed 
clients than the soc ly or emotionally di The 
schizophren clients were scr as zy, 
tense, and unpopu r .. 
Some studies have repor a gradual improvement the 
cognit component of attitudes towa the mentally ill 
(Fla erud & Kuiz, 1983; Crocetti, Spiro, & S si, 197li 
Crocetti & Leukau, 1963), while other s cont to show 
negative atti s (Mor, Sherwood, & Gotk , 1984; Conant & 
6 
f, 1983; We ste 1982; Si rman, Nelson & Acea i, 
1976; s & rlucc , 1971). One hypothesis for the 
dif rences found by researchers is that when jects 
their percept about mental il SS their ratings 
may be more pos due to a lief in a med 1 model of 
mental illness which carr s with it a 1 f treatment a 
i ity for curee However, when ir 
rcept s a mentally ill rson ive descriptors can 
p 
Ra bk (1 
cone s 
mental il s 
u 
fers 
i 
an 
still 
patient the same trust 
enjoy .. 
icators of negat atti s .. 
rt r such a hypothesis. She 
ter may be 
s not acco the 
good-will that 
rmed about 
rmer 
1 ient 
Taken together these studies icate the 
measurement of atti tow a 
cognitive component consists of 
the rmerly mentally ill, the 
ive percept 
r 
perceived as 
However, cogn 
The person who either is or was mentally ill is 
ing in important rsonal qualit s and status .. 
are only one aspect of an attitude. A 
behavior component contr s to total attitude Stud s wh 
have look at responses of subjects to the rmerly ly 
ill 
next ... 
e rsonal or employment situations are discus 
Component 
The behavioral component of an attitude carr s with a 
ispost to behave some way towa an object or rsono 
7 
rs res behaviors by P.esea 
ject ir attitude is an ex-mental 
For this s which 
jects' att udes a former pat 
rpersonal situations, or employment s uat 
behav ral sect 
situat have 
s toward a rmer 
measur 
will compr e 
st I 
In a study which look at the inte rsonal 
consequences of 1 illness, Farina and P.ing (1 5) male 
subj s to bel that a con rate e r or had not 
mentally ill. Res ts subjects the 
r 1 condit eferred to work r than with 
the con rate. Also, the confederate had a history of 
mental illness, subjects blamed him r rformance 
on a jo rformance task even though such an appraisal was 
unfounded .. 
When st r look at work situations 
measur att mentally ill, negative i 
have ev Stud s of empl poss ilities for 
es rmerly mentally ill are 
Olshansky, Grob and Malamud (1 8) 
stigations .. 
although employers 
s a will s to hire rmer mental , in 
work actuality they rarely dide Patterson (1967) found 
rtunities 
Roland (1970} 
rsons 
r mental pat s were 1 
among the categor 
their study (former psych 
Hartlage 
s of di 
r pat s, the 
8 
mentally reta rsons th major ions), 
employers' attitudes were st favo rd the rs on 
a history of emotional disturbance .. 
Farina, Fe r reau (1973) e three stud s 
in which rate was pr worker as having a 
psych ric history or as ing "normal" .. In first study 
rtment store clerks met le confederate., 
workers were a to uate the con rate e a 
whether to hire her. Result t 
history of mental il SS d not have an ef on subjects 
ma ho 
ing the confederate for the job. In a 
1 empl s met a male con rate 
study, 
wor rs once 
to evaluate the "job appl " and make a 
hiring. Resu s indicated less 
r the confederate by subjects the rime cond ion, 
ject showing a signif difference in their with 
r r hiring when the con rate had a history of 
mental illness. In a thi study, 
le con rate who was pre 
or a former mental 
make a recommendation about hi 
le hosp tal workers 
be rmer su 1 
workers were a to 
Once again le wo ers 
in rimental control conditions showed no 
sign if dif rence ir ions for hir 
From se ree s a sex difference eme 
ing that r to males, les were more positive 
atti s tow a the rmerly mentally ilL In an ef rt 
to rther stigate this f ing Far Hagelauer (1 5) 
h 
a 
had le rtment store lerk meet 
"normal" or as hav 
male 
9 
rate who 
ly ill.. wa pre 
Results ind 
earlier Far 
that compared to the ma subjects the 
, et. study (1973), 
ing toward the ex-mental patient 
In an e rt to rther under 
attitudes of males and females towa 
Farina, Mur 
ma s work 
Groh (1978) 
phys 1 
met a female confederate who was pre 
s were more 
the dif rences 
formerly mentally ill, 
a fi study. In th 
of a state university 
as having history of 
mental illness or as "normal". Workers were ask to make a 
recommendation about hiring the person they met fo a job 
ir department. Males were ss likely to ecommend 
con rate r hiring when a hi tory of mental illness .. 
However, the males this study were more positive ir 
atti towa the le confederate with a psychiatric 
history than male subjects the Farina, et al. study 
(1973) had toward a male confederate th a history of 
mental il ss .. 
From the s esented in this section, r s 
e that males to espond more ively than females 
to the formerly mentally ill in inte rsonal and work 
s tuations. While tendency to respond a part ular way 
to another individual r re s the behav component of an 
attitude, the affective component represents the emot ens one 
ls when confront that person. The affect component 
of an attitude is discus next .. 
10 
The third component of an attitude is s feet or 
emotional core. Attitudes can arouse pos ive or negative 
emotions s as love-hate, anger-joy or like-dislike. In some 
studies ipants are ea to check jectives on rating 
scales wh sent their emot ons toward some object. When 
the object of an attitude is a rson, perhaps a better 
ind r of the affective component would be some measure which 
can indicate ling held toward another person but wh isn't 
intrus measuring ocesse Nonverbal behav r meet 
irements s they are measures jects usually 
are not aware of, and they can reflect elings. However, few 
ies have u such measures as indicators of atti s, and 
even r have u them study of att s towa 
rmerly mentally ill. This section 
wh h ha ., 
11 review the one study 
Piner e (1984) used le college s 
ir study invest ing the stigmatizing label of mental 
illness. Subjects were to bel they were rticipating 
in a study with persons who mental pat s or jury 
s. One of the dependent measures was nonverbal behavior, 
if lly physical distance. These resea rs measur 
re ject sat relation to a con rate who either 
did/did not have a history of mental illnesse Re s 
that on the measure of nonve 1 behav r the rimental 
control groups did not differ significantly. However, these 
results are tentat since they represent only one study 
11 
u le subjects only .. 
Stud_,y 
Studies st ing atti s towa the rmerly 
mentally ill have produced mixed f' 1 
researchers have r posit 
mental while other stud shown continuing 
ive attit s toward rmerly ly ill.. One reason 
dif rent fi ings is that subjects are dif rent 
th s; if sk about mental illness subjects ind greater 
k edge about care and treatment, th is taken as an 
ind of more sitive attitudes.. However, when ea 
about their pe ions of a rson labeled as ly ill, 
attitudes tend to reflect ive ste s 
The different find s may also be related to the 
dif rences in males' les' attitudes towa a person 
with a history mental illness reported by Far , et aL 
(1978, 1975, 1973). However, there are two oblems with the 
Farina, et.. al .. s: 1) The failed to include male 
and le subjects in the same study; 2) where a sex 
di rence attitudes toward the formerly mentally ill was 
found, the context of study was a work situationo Attitudes 
of males f ernales towa an ex-mental tient were not 
measured in other kinds of groupso 
What rev of the literature sugge s : 1) when the 
cognitive component of attitudes toward the rrnerly mentally 
ill is ied, results ind ions.. 2) In 
measuring behavioral of atti s toward the 
12 
formerly mentally ill in rsonal or wo s 
stud s ind e that att tudes are less favo 
ions, 
toward 
someone with a history of mental illness. However, some studies 
, compared to males, to be more suggest that 
accepting of a rmer mental patient work situationse 3) In 
measuring the f dimension of att s towa the 
formerly mentally ill, when nonverbal behaviors are taken as 
ind rs of f tive response, results no difference 
between subjects r al and control condit 
The esent study was signed to allow an investigation of 
the cogn , behavioral and fective components of subjects 
attitude toward an individual with a history of mental illness. 
Where other stud s have stigated atti towa 
formerly mentally ill employment and interpersonal 
ituat , the present study look at ma s' and females' 
attitudes toward a prospect social group member who either 
did or did not have a history of mental illness. In this study 
a soc 1 group is uali as individuals gathered 
together for the purpose of getting to know each other, king 
to each other and planning a rty with the understanding that 
on group members wou 
together. 
actually have a social get-
Such a study is important because participation a social 
group following treatment of mental il s serves as an junct 
to rapy, he ing the former mental pat lop social 
skills, e ish inte rsonal relationships 1 a sense 
of long ss r than separateness@ While a work g 
13 
is f ic 1 to 
environment re 
rmer mental pat 
soc 1 discourse, e 
r resent an 
lishment of 
friend ips, soc l ill acquis ion enjoyable recreation 
are not objectives. S e a rson's participation a group 
is rt rmined by the attitudes of group rs towa 
person, having information about what situations which 
g p rable attitudes toward the formerly mentally 
ill would be usefule This information could be in 
counseling serv s, vocational rehabilitation forts and 
soc 1 policy to help the formerly mentally ill return to soc 1 
li 
In the pre study, the cogn component of subjects' 
rential and served as attit was measured by a semantic dif 
an ind ion of subjects' perception of a rson a history 
of mental illness. The behav ral component subjects' 
atti was measured by a wh requir the subject to 
ind how willing he/she was to have the confede ate 
his/her social group. The affective component of attitude was 
rneasu by nonverbal behav r, specifically physical distance 
subject and confede 
Because attit 
been found to be 
s toward the rrnerly mentally ill have 
ive, it was hypothesized that subjects 
would 
soc 1 g 
ss likely to lude a former mental patient ir 
It was so hypothesi that when cogn ive, 
behav ral ive components of subjects' attitudes 
the formerly mentally ill were measur , each wou be 
Furthermore, ince some stud s have shown females to 
14 
hold a more favorable toward a rson th a 
psych ric history, vm s hypothe s i that les wou 
less negative than males in their attitudes towa a former 
mental Because f their ss negative attitudes, 
les perceive the l patient less negat ly on 
se ed personal characterist s, be more willing to include 
the ex-mental their soc group and more likely to 
sit neare 1 pat wou ma subjects .. 
METHOD 
This study employed a 2 x 2 between subjects torial 
design.. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four 
condit The four poss le dyads were: 1) M-NH, male 
jects pair with a le confederate who was pre as 
having no psych ric history; 2) F-NH, female subjects who were 
i with a le con rate who was pr as having no 
psych tric history; 3) M-H, male subject pai with a 
confederate was presented as having a psych r h tory; 
4) F-H I subjects ir with a female confederate who 
was presented as having a psychiatric history. The manipu ion 
of psych r his to was conta a personal es wh 
j 1 had been written by the confederate. All 
subjects met the same le confederate .. 
Subjects 
Subjects were 60 students (30 ma s and 30 females) 
enroll roductory psychology courses at the Univers y of 
North F r They received course er for ir 
rt 
yea s to 57 
Caucas 
study. Subjects 
rs; three were black 
in 
the remain 
15 
from 18 
were 
Recruitment of Subjects. Pe ssion was obtained from 
professors of roductory psychology courses r 
r r to go to c SS and ask students to 
On a r 1 in classroom the nter was 
and s were provided with the llow 
information .. St s were to by the e r ter that 
a g recruit rt s for a study 
was 
st ing dynamics group cohes s a soc 1 
group setting re members did/d not a rence for 
each r. A soc 1 group was f to the as a 
group where members wou meet for a rt riod of t , get 
to know othe , and have the task planning a party. 
St s were informed that later in the semester participants 
wou actually have a soc 1 get-together. 
Students were to the study was being conducted in 
two rts: a screening se sion a group sess , and that the 
study would require about an hour of their time .. Subjects were 
to that they were being to ign-up r screening 
session first and more formation would be given 
group session at that time. It was 
several classes were being asked to 
study, and part s would be requi 
to students 
rticipate in the 
to do one of three 
s~ 1) Write a personal essay 2) Read a personal es 
the 
written by r subject and meet with that subject. 3) Serve 
16 
as a group evaluator dur group se sion. In o r to have 
s lieve t they wou be randomly assigned to one of 
these ree i. t , a student was a to choose a sl of 
paper from a cup to what condit rtic s from 
his/her class would be in. Actually all three slips of paper 
contained the same statement: Subject will read personal essay 
and meet with person who wrote it. 
Students were then told that should they choose to 
participate in the study they would come to the screen 
session, a rsonal essay wr en by another partic 
meet with that person for a few minutes~ Following the 
meet rt ipants wou complete rating forms on the person 
they met. Contained the packet of rating forms would a 
mark any of t s li on the sign-up sheet when they 
wou available for the group sessiono It was ined to 
st s that data gathe from the screening sess wou 
be used to const ute groups for the second part of the study. 
In reality the part of the study never occurred. 
Experimental Procedure 
Subjects 
llows: 
he/she was gree 
a 
to read sign 
rt 
ject arr 
by the 
(P. .. ppend ix A) o 
to : "As you remember your c 
treatment it re you 
by r part 
iv lly and procedure wa as 
at the exper setting 
rirnenter given a form 
Following this, the subject wa 
SS was randomly as to 
will a rsonal essay wr ten 
the rtunity to meet with 
17 
rson r a As you know, this i first 
rt of a two rt study which i stigating group 
s ta resolution a social group where members 
not have a e rence for each other Data from this 
screening session will be to constitute groups for 
rt of the study. During rt of 
you your group will task of 
is you e I " After r 
study 
rty.. Here 
ing the essay 
the subject met pr 
minutes. At the 
ely with confederate for three 
of three minutes rimenter retu 
to t room and ask subject to complete some rating forms 
(see measures). The con rate also eted some 
rating rms at i t r subject had 
rating forms he/she was asked not to discuss any part of the 
study with any other rt s, and wa to he/she would be 
c 
thank 
doo ., 
about the second 
r coming to 
The 
rt of the study. The subject was 
screening session walk to 
rsonal essay was contained a 
sea envelope.. When the first page conta an 
"instruct " (see Appendi B) which encouraged the wr e 
to write a short rsonal essay; the writer wa to be 
id s a educat , fri ship, health 
interests were menti as possible areas of di sure 
es were 
by Far 
mental il 
ritten cont a 
Ring {1965). The es 
ss was disclo 
the same in rmation u 
which no history of 
18 
I to th of myself a a re ly normal 
person; I don't have you cou call any 
"p lems." I enjoy going to college, but like to have my 
fun, too .. 
F ly, 
"unusual" 
As 
from col 
g 
essay w 
You a 
certain p 
school 
I th I'm popular th my group, am 
am doing pretty well L 
I can't ink of any thing that's 
about myself .. 
r my ls fo re, a er gr uating 
, I to get marr and hope to go to 
L (p .. 48) 
ric history r 
us to be cand , so here goes: I 
justment which I first noticed high 
wh still bother me qu e a b I guess I am 
different from most e.. I tend to keep pretty 
much to lf I f ly, I don't really have any close 
fr At school I am ing pretty well .. 
I suppose what's most unusual about me is that 
(once my sen r year high school 
coll ) , I have placed in a mental 
once 
itution when 
I had a kind of nervous breakdown. 
As for my ls for re, a er graduating 
from college, I hope to go to g e 1 .. (p .. 48) 
The con rate was a wh e, female gr uate 
student in her mid-thirt Se Subjects were free to discuss 
anyth with confederate du ir hr f meeting, but 
confederate always disc that was a siness maj r, 
19 
to go to gr e school .. 
All ject met same con rate., arr at 
r 1 room fore the subjects took a seat at 
of the room The con rate was k bl as to what 
ition ject was The con rate compl rating 
forms on 11 the subjects she met .. This information was 
not included the analyses .. 
as 
sel 
measure of jects' 
rsonal attr 
A semant dif rent al (p 20 ) se 
re s of the 
s.. This measure wa 
one u by Nunnally (1958). The 
rate on 
lar to the 
measure 
(po 21) was a scale with po s of 0 t.o 100 ich 
ject to indicate hi r willingness to lude the son 
he/she just met the soc 1 group 
In an ef rt to assess the af component of subjects' 
atti towa the formerly mentally ill, a nonverbal measure 
ical distance, was u as an ind ion of the amount of 
lik isl rienced by the subject for the confederate= 
Chairs arranged in a circle and confederate always 
sat the same chair. The con 
seating diagram (p .. 22 ) 
of chair. 
u 
rate was a 
to mark the subject's choice 
In scoring rating rms wa found that two le 
jects il to llow ruct s. These subjects were 
replaced and the incomplete data were not u in analyzing the 
results .. 
Subjects were debriefed in one of two wayse 
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Please rat~ ~he person you have just met on each of the following characterist 
Fir~t impre~~ions are an interest in this study; please feel free to give your 
candid first impressions about the person you just met. The person will not 
·see this scale. 
trustworthy 
insincere 
physically attractive 
intelligent 
unreliable 
nervous 
likeable 
irresponsible 
w tl t'lll 
bad 
sick 
safe 
rugged 
understandable 
weak 
unpredictable 
. . . . . . . . . . . . --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
. . . . . . . . . . . . --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
. . . . . . . . . . . . --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
. . . . . . . . . . . . --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
. . . . . . . . . . . . --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
. . . . . . . . . . . . --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
. . . . . . . . . . . . --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
. . . . . . . . . . . . --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
. . . . . . . . . . . . --- --- --- --- ~- --- ---
. . . . . . . . . . . . --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
. . . . . . . . . . . . --- --- -- --- -- ---.--
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . --- --- -- ~·--- --- ---
. . . . . . --- --- --- -- . ----
. . . . . . . . . . . . --- --- --- -- --- --- ---
. . . . . . . . . . . . --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
. . . . . . 
--·---·---·---·---·--·---·· 
_untrustworthy 
sincere 
physically unattractivE 
unintelligent 
reliable 
relaxed 
unlikeable 
responsible 
col<l 
good 
healthy 
dangerous 
delicate 
mysterious 
strong 
predictable 
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~ould you include the person you just met in your social group? Indicate your willingness to include this 
person in your group on the scale below. The scale goes from 100 to O; with an X, mark the point on the 
line that indicates your preference for the person you met where group membership is concerned. 100 on 
scale indicates that you are certain that you cannot imagine a better choice for your group while a 0 
on the scale means that your are certain that under no circumstances would you accept the person you met in 
your group. There are 5 point intervals between 100 and 0 which reflect the choices/preferences typed in 
the boxes above the line. Read the boxes above the line and then place your X on the line at the point 
which represents your feeling ahout including the person you met in your group. 
I cannot imagine 
a better choice 
for m 
She/He sounds 
like a good 
choice 
I have no preference 
where this person is 
concerened 
# 
She/Heaoes not 
sound like a goo 
choice 
nder no 
circumstances 
would I accept 
this person 
in m 
100 95 90 85 80 75 70 65 60- --55 50--45 - -41) 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 ------0 
N 
f-1. 
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Please indicate with an X the chair in which the subject sits. 
\ 
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For se ject were le to meet r nter 
a 
study 
f ing se sion was carr out with the rationale for the 
jects. When it was not possible to e ined to 
meet with jects rsonally, rimenter wrote each 
letter ining study, and giving her ephone number 
ress case a subject to contact her for more 
rmation .. re was an rmal get r r 
rt s in study at i time the r nter was 
available for questionso 
RESULTS 
cogn , behavioral and affective component of 
jects' atti s towa a former mental patient were measur 
v three separate dependent measures. Each dependent mea ure 
will discus be The results obtained from 
measure, the direction of the results, 
sign if 
Cocmitive 
and means 11 pres 
levels of 
It will be recall that a 16-itern semantic dif rential, 
with po s resenting sel personal racter tics, 
was u as a measure of subjects' rception of the 
rate Means for each item are pr in Table 1. As 
can be seen from the table, ratings were in a positive direction 
rdless of condit Scores from i measure were ana 
using 
Analysis 
a soc 
seen from 
General L r 1 p re of the istical 
(SAS). A summary of the multivar 
r F's are (Tab 2) .. As can 
le 2, there wa no ignif overall ef 
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Table 1 
Means for 16-Item Semantic Differential 
Males Females 
Hist - No History Hist - No History 
Trustworthy 5.73 6.27 5.53 6.00 
Sincere 5.93 6.33 5.73 6.13 
Physically Attractive 5.13 4.93 5.67 5.60 
Intelligent 5.46 5.93 5.80 5.80 
Reliable 5.53 5.80 5.00 6.20 
Relaxed 5.20 5.20 5.07 5.33 
Likeable 6.20 6.47 6.07 6.33 
Responsible 5.60 6.20 5.93 6.40 
Warm 6.00 5.93 6.00 6.40 
Good 5.93 6.47 6.07 6.40 
Healthy 5.60 6.47 6.27 6.53 
Safe 6.20 6.27 6.27 6.53 
Delicate 5.13 5.60 5.27 5.73 
Understandable 5.47 5.93 5.53 6 .. 40 
Strong 4.67 4.53 4 .. 13 5.27 
· Pedictable 5.07 4.93 4.53 5 .. 47 
Table 2 
Summary Statistics for 16-Item Semantic Differential 
Item 
Trustworthy 
Sincere 
Physically 
Attractive 
Intelligent 
Reliable 
Relaxed 
Likeable 
Responsible 
Warm 
Good 
Healthy 
Safe 
Delicate 
Understandable 
Strong 
Predictable 
MANO VA 
# p ~ .11 
Effect (F-Values): ANOVA 
Sex 
(df=l,56) 
LOO 
<l 
5.64* 
<l 
<l 
<l 
<l 
1.55 
1..13 
<l 
2.57 
<1 
<1 
<l 
<1 
<l 
1. 00 
--k p < • 05 
History 
(df=l, 56) 
4.61* 
1.48 
<l 
1.10 
6.40** 
<l 
1..06 
6.20* 
<l 
4.24* 
6.13** 
<1 
2 .. 99 
4.55* 
2 .. 93 
2 .. oo 
Sex x History 
(df=l,56) 
<l 
<l 
<l 
1.10 
2. 59# 
<l 
<l 
<l 
1.13 
<l 
1.72 
<l 
<l 
<l 
4.70* 
3 .. 55# 
1.41 1.23 
-;b': p < • 01 
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sex, Mult r F (17,40) ::::: L 00, 12 s "48 i no sign if 
overall ef f o history, Mu1t e £ (17,40) = 1..41, 12 s 
.18; no significant overall ef for sex x history 
raction, Mult r E (17,40) = 1..23, 12 .s. e 2 8" Because of 
the sence of an overall ef on se ree var les, 
assoc un riate ana s must be r with caution .. 
Insert Table 1 about here 
Insert le 2 about here 
For 6 of 16 items there was a signif main effect 
of history. These were: Trustworthy-Untrustworthy, E 
(1,56) = 4.61, J2 s .03; Reliable-Unreliable, E (1,56) = 6.40, 12 
s .01; Responsible-Irresponsible, E (1,56) = 6.20, 12 .s. eOl; 
E (1,56) = 4 24, J2 s .. 04; Healthy-Si , E (1,56) -
6.13, J2 .S. .01; Understandable-Mysterious, E (1,56) = 4.55, 12 .S. 
.03o Mean scores r each are esented Tab 3.. As 
can be seen from Table 3, r each of se si ems 
confederate was rceived in less posit t rms 
history of mental illnesse 
Insert Table 3 about re 
There was one ignificant ma e t for sex This was 
a 
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Table 3 
Means of Items for Which a Significant Main Effect of History was 
Found 
Males Females 
Item History--No History History--No History 
Trustworthy 5.73 6.27 5.53 6.0 
Reliable 5.53 5.80 5.00 6.20 
Responsible 5.60 6.20 5.93 6.40 
Good 5.93 6.47 6.07 6.40 
Healthy 5.60 6.47 6.27 6.53 
Understandable 5.47 5.93 5.53 6.40 
Higher numbers indicate more positive perception 
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on Phys 1ly Attract ically Unattract item, 
f. (l,56) = 5e64, ~ ~ .02. By looking at the means shown in 
Table 4, one can see le jects rceived 
con e as mo e physically attractive did male 
subjects 
Insert Table 4 about here 
re was a ignif sex x history ract on 
rong-Weak em, E (1,56) = 4.70, E ~ .03, a borderl se x 
history interact on the Pr le-Unpr em, f. 
(1,56) = 3.55, £ ~ .06, and a bo rline of a sex x history 
interaction, E (1,56) = 2.59, ~ ~ ell on Reli le-Unreliab 
item.. As can seen Table 5, the ract ar to 
result of male jects the rimental condit 
rceiv con rate more posit ly on while 
pre 
item 
dif 
Pred 
le subjects 
she a hi 
A Tukey's 
le 
r less positively on 
ry of mental illnes • 
Insert le 5 about re 
i Test was per 
6; results ind on 
e ems 
on the means 
the Strong-Weak 
on Rel le-Un rel le item re were significant 
rences {p < "05) females in the experimental 
fema s in the control cond 
le-Unpredictable item the Tukey's test 
On the 
no 
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Table 4 
Means for the Physically Attractive-Physically Unattractive Item 
Sex of Subject 
No psychiatric history 
Psychiatric history 
Males 
4.93 
5.13 
Higher numbers indicate positive perception 
Females 
5.60 
5.66 
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Table 5 
Means for Males and Females on Items for Which a Sex x History 
Interaction was Found 
Item 
Strong 
Predictable 
Reliable 
Males 
History-No history 
4.67 
5 .. 07 
5.53 
4.53 
4.93 
5.80 
Females 
History- No History 
4.13 
4.53 
5.00 
5 .. 27 
5.47 
6 .. 20 
Higher numbers indicate more positive perception 
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Table 6 
Group Means From the Tukey's Studentized Range Test on Items for 
Which There was an Interaction 
Males Females 
Item History- No History History- No History 
Strong 
Reliable 
Predictable 
4.67 
5.53 
5.07 
4.53 
5 .. 80 
4 .. 93 
4.13 
5.00 
4.53 
Higher numbers indicate more positive perception 
*p< "05 
5 .. 27* 
6.20* 
5.47 
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s if dif rence four mean , however there was a 
tendency for means the le rimental group 
le control group to di r. By ning Tab 6, one can 
see that di rences means between the le 
experimental group le control group are the result of 
females having a less positive perception about confederate 
on the Strong, Rel and Pr le items she had a 
history of mental illnesse The means r males show an oppos 
rn. Ma s rceivd the confederate mo e posit ly on 
Strong Predictable had a history of mental illness. 
Insert Table 6 about here 
In order to increase the iability of t 1 item 
semantic differential and to provide meaningful clusters of 
items wh cou be useful interpreting the results, a 
r analysis was performed. The 16 items from the semantic 
different 1 were subj to a Principal Component Factor 
Analysis with varimax rotation With a cutoff of Eigenvalue = 
1, five factors were gene (Table 7). Final total 
communality variance (TCV) equal 11.21. The amount of TCV 
explained for by each factor was: 31% for facto 1, 22% for 
factor 2, 19% for factor 3, 15% for factor 4 
Se 
Insert Table 7 about here 
12% for facto 
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Table 7 
Factor Loadings for the 16-Item Semantic Differential 
item Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 
Healthy .. 76 .. 25 .. 09 -.06 .. 32 
Warm .75 .. 20 .17 -.10 .08 
Physically 
Attractive .72 .06 • 07 .25 "00 
Safe .. 68 .48 .. 09 .05 -.14 
Understandable .67 .. 23 .. 33 .12 .. 08 
Intelligent .52 .. 17 .16 .. 46 .14 
Trustworthy .15 .. 88 .. 17 .. 09 .10 
Responsible .41 .. 74 .08 .05 .14 
Likeable .. 40 .45 .26 .. 22 .. 09 
Strong .. 18 .07 .83 .04 -.14 
Predictable .. 17 .. 18 .. 80 -.04 .16 
Reliable .. 16 .. 48 • 51 .. 44 -.04 
Sincere .. 27 -.05 .25 .76 .13 
Relaxed .19 -.19 .39 -.72 -.01 
Delicate .06 .. 07 .01 .. 18 .. 92 
Good .. 32 .52 -.04 - .. 10 .. 55 
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Factor 1 seems to be compo of tra ive of 
overall attract s, of a sort that might susta soc 
raction The items wh loaded most heavily on this r 
were Healthy, warm, physically attractive, safe, 
understandable and 11 No loaded negatively on 
this factor. 
On Factor 2, trustworthy, responsible and good loaded 
ily. These refer to traits which represent moral 
character. The perception of moral character 
is important situat of employment or friend 
another person 
ip 
Strong, P ictable and Reliable are the which ed 
highly on Factor 3. Factor 3 is rel to ility. 
If a person is perceived as strong, predictable, and reliable 
that person is probably seen as dependable. 
Factor 4 seems to be an 
confederate 
items loaded 
terms of ser 
ily on is 
r how subjects rce 
ss and uneasiness. Two 
s ere r As 
can be seen from Table 4, the ing for relaxed was a 
negative direct ing that nervous was the em load 
heavily on Factor 4. 
On Factor 5 two items loaded heavily: Delicate Good. 
Since person being evaluated was a female, this factor may 
be rela to issues of femininity or sex-role stereotype. 
Now using the five factors as variables, analyses were 
performed using the General Linear Models procedure of the 
Statist 1 Analysis System (SAS) . Table 8 presents summary 
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Table 8 
Summary Statistics For the 5 Factors 
Effect (F-Values): ANOVA 
Sex History Sex x History 
(df=l,56) (df=l,56) (df=l,56) 
Factor 1 4.35* o .. 06 <l 
Factor 2 0.61 4.06* <l 
Factor 3 0.33 3.51# 6.37** 
Factor 4 0.15 0.06 <l 
Factor 5 0.04 3.62# <l 
MANO VA 1:.. 07 2.38* 1.28 
# p .s. • 06 * p .s. .05 ** p .s. .01 
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statistics. As can be seen from Table 8 there was no 
significant overall ef for sex, Multivar e K (5,52) = 
1.07, Es .39; there was a significant overall effect r 
history, Mult r K (5,52) = 2a38, Es .05; 
significant overall ef t for sex 
Mult riate K (5,52) = 1.28, £ L .28. 
x hi y 
there was no 
raction, 
Caution should be u 
rpreting the re un r statistics r rs on 
wh no overall effect was produced. 
Insert Table 8 about here 
For Factor 1 there was a ignif ma effect of sex, K 
(1,56) = 4.35, Es 004, with le subjects rat the 
confederate higher on overall attract ss. By looking at 
Table 9, one can see that subjects perceived the 
confederate more positive terms fo each item which loaded 
heavily on Factor 1. 
Insert Table 9 about here 
On Factor 2 there was a significant main effect for 
history, f (1,56) = 4.06, ll ~ .04, and on Factor 5 there was a 
borderl main effect for history, K (1,56) = 3o51, ~ s .06. 
By looking at le 10, one 11 see se results were 
produced by subjects ess a more rception about 
the confederate' moral character and femin ity when she did 
not have a history of mental illness. 
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Table 9 
Means for Items Which Loaded Heavily on Factor 1 
Females Males 
Item History - No History History - No History 
Healthy 6 .. 27 6 .. 53 5 .. 60 6.47 
Warm 6.00 6.40 6 .. 00 5.93 
Physically 
Attractive 5.67 5.60 5.13 4.93 
Safe 6 .. 27 6.53 6.20 6.27 
Understandable 5 .. 53 6.40 5 .. 47 5 .. 93 
Intelligent 5.80 5.80 5 .. 47 5 .. 93 
Higher numbers indicate more positive perception 
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Table 10 
Means for Items Which Loaded Heavily on Factors 2 and 5 
Item 
Trustworthy 
Responsible 
Good 
Delicate 
Females Males 
History - No History History - No History 
5.53 
5.93 
6.07 
5.27 
6 .. 00 
6 .. 40 
6.40 
5.73 
5.73 
5.60 
5.93 
5.13 
6.27 
6 .. 20 
6 .. 47 
5.60 
Higher numbers indicate more positive perception 
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Insert Table 10 about here 
There was a significant sex x history raction on Factor 
3, ~ (1,56) = 6.37, ~ s .01. By observ Tab 11 one 11 
note that raction resulted from male subjects rating 
con rate higher on dependability when disclosed a history 
of mental il s and females rating the confederate lower on 
ility a history of mental illness A 
Tukey's Test revealed a significant difference (p < .05) between 
the means of females in the r 1 cond ion and females 
in the control condit These dif ences result from 
les the rimental condition rating the confederate 
r on dependability while les the control condition 
higher on dependability.. There was also a bo rline 
main ef for history on Facto 3, ~ (1,56) = 3o51, ~ s .06. 
This result that subjects had a tendency to rce the 
confederate as less le when had a history of mental 
illness .. 
Insert Table 11 about here 
Ber1g.yj.Q!:§_l Measure: Include Confederate in Group 
Recall a scale with the rs 100 and 0 serving as 
endpoints was u by subjects to ind their llingness to 
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Table 11 
Means for Items Which Loaded Heavily on Factor 3 
Females Males 
Item History - No History History - No History 
Strong 
Reliable 
Predictable 
4.13 
5.00 
4.53 
5.27 
6.20 
5.47 
4.67 
5.53 
5.07 
Higher number indicates more positive perception 
4.53 
5.80 
4.93 
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1 the con rate their social group. On the scale 100 
re total 11 ss to confederate the 
group while a 0 ind no sire to incl rate 
in subject's social groupe The means obtained from thi 
measure are pre in e 12. It can seen that the 
means are rally positive ind t of subjects' overall 
willingness to include the confederate in the group. When the 
data were analyzed (ANOVA) there was no signif diffe ence 
between gr ,E (1,56) 0.07, ~ ~ .79. However, as can be 
seen Table 12, there was a tendency fo males the 
r 1 g to be more lling than other subjects to 
incl the confederate in i soc 1 group .. 
Insert Table 12 about here 
Affective Measure: Physical Distance 
In the present study subjects emotional ling for the 
con rate was rneasu by use of a nonverbal measure. This 
measure was u a a rough ind ion of liking felt by the 
subject for t confederate. It is assumed that physical 
distance between two rsons can serve as an indication of the 
amount of liking-disliking each has for the r.. A diagram 
was used by the confederate to mark where the subject sat 
relat to her Although there were 9 chairs in the c rcle, 
subjects always sat either just next to the con rate or one 
ir away from he • The formation produced by this measure 
Table 12 
Means for Males and Females on the behavioral measure 
No Psychiatric History 
Psychiatric History 
Males 
68.8 
70.2 
Females 
69.0 
64.7 
Higher numbers indicate greater willingness to include the 
confederate in the social group. 
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was ana v a Chi re test; results ind a 
nonsi f icant x2 " though the a not a 
significant x2 , when one 1 c• ;:;) at Table 13 14 one can see 
that jects had a tendency to sit closer to the confederate 
she wa pr as having a history of illness .. 
These resu s we e not tea., It was that 
subjects the r l it would sit r 
from con rate than subjects the control 
rmo e, it hypothesized that wou be mo e 
likely to sit nearer the confederate when she disclo a 
history of r illness than males subjects woulde 
Neithe hypothesis was confirmed. 
Insert Table 13 about here 
Insert Table 14 about here 
Discus ion 
This research st attitudes of male and le 
subjects towa a person with a psych r history by studying 
cognit , behavioral and f ect components of an 
attitude. The discu s will focus itially on each of the 
three s measured@ Following this, a comparison of the 
f s of the present results of selected st 
studies will be The limitations of esent study and 
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Table 13. 
Results of Chi Square Test on Nonverbal Measure for All Subjects 
(N = 60) 
Chair 1 Chair 2 
History 19 11 
No History 14 16 
x2 (1) = 1.68, p < .20 
Chair 1: Subject sat next to confederate 
Chair 2: Subject sat one chair away 
Numbers represent frequencies 
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Table 14 
Results of Chi Square Test on Nonverbal Measure, Separate By Sex 
(N = 30) 
Males 
Chair 1 Chair 2 
History 9 6 History 
No History 6 9 No History 
x2 (1) = 1.2, p < .30 
Chair 1: Subject sat next to confederate 
Chair 2: Subject sat one chair away 
Numbers represent frequencies 
Females 
Chair 1 Chair 2 
10 5 
8 7 
x2 (1) = .. 56, p <.50 
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suggestions for rther research 11 be discus 
concluding sect 
Cognitive 
Subjects their percept s of a con rate who was 
present as "normal" or as having a history of psychiatr 
illness on a 1 item semant different 1 whose endpoints 
sented positive 
Results showed 
history on six of 
negat rsonal 
there was a signif 
racteristics .. 
main effect of 
se items th subjects the riment 
rat the confederate less it ly on the 
thy and 
s: trustworthy, reliable, responsible, good, 
rstandable .. 
On Factor 2, three of these items, trustworthy, re ible 
good, loaded heavily. Factor 2 can be rpr as a 
measure of moral character. On this factor re was a 
significant main ef of history with subjects being ss 
positive in their pe ion of the con rate's moral 
character when she had a history mental il s. Some 
indiv ls may of mental illness as a characterlog 1 
flawe If a rson holds such a pe , he/she would v 
the former mental as lacking moral streng 
integrity. Such a view would re a negative stereotype 
about the personal character of an indiv 1 with a history of 
mental illness. It is reasonable to assume that others have 
assumpt a.bout personal characteristics go th a 
history of mental illnesse These a surnpt may r the 
bel f that rsons 1 mentally ill are lacking moral 
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cha r to some ree. The results of this study 
ope rat 
about a 
such assumpt s 
rson label as a former mental 
ions others have 
ient, and may serve 
rrnerly mentally ill are as an 
aff o 
ion as to why 
lower status than conv s (01 sky &c Unt rbe r, 
1965; Lamy 1966). 
Re ts from this study indi that subjects a 
posit pe ion of the con rate even when she was 
pre as having a history of illness Subjects 
r to discounted negative information, namely a his to 
of mental illne s, a posit perception of t 
con rate. These results may be due to the operation of a 
posit ity b s on part of subjects. The positivity effect 
is a type of re ual distortion wherein a rson is more 
likely to rm a positive rather than a negative impression of 
another rson (Donnerste & Donnerste , 1984) • Because of 
the positivity effect, or the pollyanna as is 
so met s called, people to give others the benef of the 
doubt pre r to like them r than di ike them .. One 
for this ity effect is that people to 
rce rs as similar to themselves, whether in they 
really are or not. In the present study subjects were present 
with a confederate who disclosed too was a student, 
attending the same university as the subjects, and that 
hoped to go on to graduate le Subjects also believed that 
this confederate was a participant the study, just as they 
we e.. Thus jects a basis for perce similarity 
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themselves and con rate.. The pos 
s about con rate found this study are 
probably due in rt to subjects di 
information u ing on s r 
ing 
y of 
ive 
confederate to 
ly. lves and rating her acco 
othe two variables r wh re was a significant 
ma of history were items healthy and 
under le from the semant dif rential measure. These 
qualit s af comfo t 1 r by partic s 
soc 1 interact Most e like to around others who 
are healthy under le. For many people, ing formed 
that a rson with whom they will ract a history of 
mental illness results in discomfort. In such a sitution 
beliefs and pe ons a.re act wh can be 
Sterotypes about mentally ill are arou These stere 
otypes may contain beliefs that formerly mentally ill suffer 
from some disease that makes them strange, different, sick, 
produces behavior which is not understandab The illness 
itself is perce by many as a mysterious entity. Such 
rceptions wou affect how cornfortab others would el when 
ract with a former mental patient, as well as ir 
willingness to interact with person again .. 
There was a significant main effect for sex on the 
physically attractive-physically unattractive item on Factor 
1, wh appa ently was a measure of overall ract s 
Female subjects rce con rate as more attractive 
male subjects dide reasons for these sex 
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dif rences are not known .. 
The e were ree sex x history ract s; 
ract were on st , predictable-unpredictab 
reliable-unreliable var les. The interaction was 
s if icant r the strong-weak variable only, with the r 
two ractions ing bo rline.. The ractions were 
result of males having a tendency to rce the confederate 
e r 1 condition as more strong, more pr ictable, 
more rel , while s the rimental it ion 
rce her as SS strong, less pr le and less 
reliable .. Factor 3 a significant sex x his to y 
ract w ma s rce the confederate the 
1 condition more posit ly on this factor, and 
subjects perceiving the confederate more ss positively 
on r 3 was in the r 1 cond ion., On 
r 3 the wh loaded most ily were st , 
predictable and rel same items r which a sex x 
history interaction was found ba on analysis of var of 
the original 16 Factor 3 appears to be a measure of 
dependability. If a rson is reliab , pr ictable strong 
one can depend on that rson. Data from the present study 
st that when males are pr information about a rs on 
with a psych ric history they tend to rce her as more 
dependable than do females. These results may be related to how 
males and 
essay.. The es 
ho l . _l 
les proces 
disc 
tw 
the formation pr 
the that the con rate 
for psych r problems; however, the 
so 
con rate present as a col who hoped to go to 
g 1. Perhaps males looked at these achievements 
perceived the confederate as ing strength r overcoming 
problems and go on to coll Per they rce her as 
more rel Je s her history of emotional 
p lems, more e s e told "truth" 
about a issue which others might Ma s' ion of the 
con rate as pred le could have resulted from their having 
in rmat about r past psych r ho lization 
on this knowl males lt they cou ea 
might the ure. For ferna s the formation conta 
il Se Fema s tended to perceive her as ss strong, 
rceiving her emot 1 problems as an ion of weakness., 
Because the rate was presented as an 
females perce r as less reliable less pr 
patient, 
ictab 
traits which are assoc tea with a negative stereotype. For 
les the the confederate was enrolled in college 
and doing pretty well did not affect ir rcept of her 
ility. This difference males' and les' 
pe of the confederate on Factor 3 may also be relat 
the sex of the confederate. When ma meet a female who 
discloses that has ho i tw for psych ric 
prob , yet has to go to college, males may perceive 
to 
her ishments as evidence of her be dependable. When a 
1 le meets another college le who discloses a 
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history of mental il s , rhaps s try to 
di r from the rson th the psych r history .. 
One way wou be to rce the rson with the h tory of 
emotional problems as les strong, less reliab and less 
le or as less le.. It wou en helpful 
to incl a male confederate present to see 
le subjects him in terms of 
ility .. 
There was a bo rl ma ef r h story on Factor 50 
Thi r seems to be re to how subjects rceived the 
con terms of ity.. The which loaded 
sign if ly on is licate-rugged good-bad .. 
Subjects rceived the con rate as 1 and SS 
good when a history of mental il ss. These resu s 
ind e subjects rceived rate as less 
f emin when a history· of illness. 
Taken together the results of the cognit component of 
subjects' attitude toward a person with a h tory of ment 
illness ind that on some personal character tics subjects 
had a less pos ive perception of ex-mental patient. These 
results represent a partial support r hypothesis that 
jects wou rce the con rate more negat ly on 
se racterist s when had a history 
mental il So The study also ind that males the 
r 1 condition perce the confederate as more 
le while ferna s in the r condition perce 
her as SS le. These resu s were not hypothesi as 
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a matter of , i hypothesi that les, 
compar to ma s, be more pos in their attit 
tow a confederate disc lo history of psych r 
illne Sc Overall, rat s of the confederate were positivee 
This wa not expected and it is 1 . ~l these esults are 
to a posit ity b s on the rt of the subjectse 
Group 
The behavioral component of subjects' attitude towa the 
formerly mentally ill was measured by use of a scale which asked 
subjects to indicate their willingness to incl 
con rate a soc groupe On this measure jects the 
exper 1 and control no signif i 
dif rence their llingness to have the rate in 
g These results were It had hypothesiz 
that although 
lling to incl 
s in 
the con 
rimental group would be more 
the social g than 
would males, overall male le subjects still be 
in ir willingness to n patient" 
ir 
findings on behavioral component show a 
relationsh to the findings on the cogn component.. On 
cogn component subjects' perceptions were generally 
sit It is reasonable to assume that if a subject 
rceived the con rate in a posit way, then he/she wou 
be will to have the confederate in his/her soc 1 groupo 
Pos ivity bias may again be exerting an ef 
A ject's willingness to 1 the confederate 
ir 
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soc 1 g also re ect ire on the rt of 
subject to he the confederate part of a group .. Perhaps 
some subjects lt so ry for the con rate had a 
history il s .. When the ject considered the fact 
that the group would e only an hour of his/her t , be a 
one t he/she was will to con rate 
rtic e g even if a of 
mental illness .. It rest to note re was a 
for males to indicate greater llingness to lude 
the confederate in the group when had a history of me 
illne c:• o .. Per males lt more sorry for her Jess 
thr by r thu more lling to her as a group 
r 
It has ugge by some (P r & Kahle, 1984; 
Whatley, 1 9) that 1 ents are more they 
are racting in a nonthreaten way with others or in 
situations of low r invol In the present study 
situation reated r e a r atively nonthreaten 
ract , it is probable that subjects lt little ego 
involvement rt a soci g an hour., 
However, if subjects were being a to recommend someone a 
job their r the e wou probably be consi le 0 
, result less of someone th a 
history of mental illness 
Component: Nonverbal 
In the esent study tive of subjects ' 
att toward formerly ly 11 was asses by a 
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nonve 1 r measure e ject sat in re ion 
to the con rate .. Th s measure was u as an ind ti on 
lik i like 1t by ject r the rate. 
less of condit ubjects a not show a pre rence 
r cho of place to sit., This f ing may be to 
the nonve 1 the present study was a 
rough measure of liking not sens enough to 
ind e any true dif re nee g Also, results 
from thi measure cou af by the t the 
subject to choose a seat in a social situation where there 
was only one other person Perhaps social pressure such a 
situat 
had 
uenc 
, one 
history, subjects wou 
where the subject sat. If two confederates 
th a psych r history and one without a 
have able to choose a seat 
somewhere near one of the two confederates. In such a situation 
subject may have a tendency to elves near the 
con rate without a history of mental illness. 
of _study with 
In the present study subjects were college males and 
females.. Some stud s have indicated more posit attitudes 
tow a mentally ill by subjects with more education. The 
f ings of this study give additional support to those 
findings .. 
In Farina, et al.. stud s, (1978, 1 5, 1973) results 
icated that females were more accepting toward the ex-mental 
ient than were males.. In the present study this was not the 
case. The present study used male and female college students, 
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reas the Farina studies u a college f o a 
con rate but u working class indiv ls as subjects; thus 
dif rent f ings may be related to the sample from which 
subjects were A second difference is that the 
study informed subjects that they would be interacting 
esent 
th 
r subjects in a soc 1 group situation, planning a party 
r actually having a soc 1 get-together. The Far , et. 
al. stud s informed subjects that they would meet someone and 
would evaluate that person r employment their department. 
Recommending someone for work is very different from being in a 
soc 1 group with him/her for a short period of timeo 
In study conducted by Nunnally (1958) subjects 
their perception of a mental on 19 variables. Table 15 
the means for of these variables; by in ing the 
means one can see that in the late 1950's pe ions were 
negativeo The present study allowed r an assessment of many 
of the same variables and ion of se means (Tab 1 ) 
shows subjects to have more positive attitude towa a former 
mental ient. Of course has been some t since the 
Nunnally study, so perhaps the results of the present study are 
related to soc 1 and educational advancements made in the last 
28 years. Also, the 207 subjects used for the Nunnally study 
r a stratif 
, sex, mar 1 status, 
study used only college 
sample of 
s; 
United States in terms 
education. The present 
re re the differing 
results may be re to the fact that subjects in the present 
study represent a more homogenous group than 1958 study. 
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Table 15 
Means for Selected Items on Semantic Differential Used by 
Nunnally (1958). Concept Being Rated: Mental Patient 
Item Mean 
Sincere 3.86 
Predictable 1.69 
Strong 2.75 
Rugged 3.46 
Warm 3.47 
Safe 2.54 
Relaxed 1. 72 
Dependable 2.01 
Strong-willed 3.44 
Based on a 7 point scale with higher numbers indicating 
favorable judgment. 
N=207: 45% Males; 55% Females 
Educational Level of Sample (in years) 
16 yrs and over 14% 
13-15 yrs 21% 
12 yrs 42% 
9-11 yrs 16% 
8 yrs 5% 
Under 8 yrs 2% 
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Also, jects in the Nunnally study re by of 
mai t ir .. There was no direct contact with 
r jects' answers were anonymous. Pe 
these subjects rating a concept and not a "real" rson were 
more ive their atti 
In p esent study results from nonverbal measure 
no ignificant difference between the groups ir 
cho of to sit. In the Piner Kahle (1984) no 
dif rences were between the rime 1 control 
g on their measures of nonverbal behav As a matter of 
, p r e state that "the exper rates 
were not trea significantly dif rently from the control 
con rates on measures of soci raction" (p .. 810) .. 
Thus the present study p r Kahle study found the 
same re se of ubjects on a measure of nonverbal behavior .. 
Perhaps the results are re to both studies 
subjects inte th y one con rate .. If there is only 
one rson room, rson is r seated when 
r rson walks in, is r to him or r 
to choose to it relatively close to the person alr seated .. 
Present Stud~ Further 
In present subjects were college c• ;;:;l c• 0 meet 
a con rate who was not "real" pat The 
ratefis behav r did not reflect the f luence of two 
tr ho lizat Thus can argued that 
subjects' att s wou have been different if they met a 
rson who did history of mental il s G 
Ano the limitat of esent study i that subjects 
met 
were 
only one con 
i to 
histo one 
rate. Perhaps a wh subjects 
ract with two confederates, one with a 
thout a history, would p different 
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results.. In a situation one wou a better indication 
of ject ' att s towa al ill 
"normals" were presente S e this is the 
lusion of two con rates ract w 
allow for an asse srnent of how attitudes toward 
li 
a 
r 
is, the 
ject would 
rmerly 
mentally ill operate 
A thi 1 
a more complex social setting. 
ion of the present study is that u 
only a 
at ti 
le confederate .. It wou useful in under ing 
toward 
mental patient 
rmerly 
an af 
ly ill to see if sex of ex-
on attitude.. In our culture males 
are t to strong 
Pe males wou be perce 
were esented as 
Another 1 tat of the esent to do th the 
measures u Perhaps the measures u to assess 
r the affective component we e not 
sensit to p k up any differences attitudes towa 
rmerly mentally ill. The behav r measure may have 
yie dif rent result if subjects had been to actually 
e some type of eract with the rate during 
the study. In regard to the nonverbal measure, 
been better to use amount of contact, rwa 
would have 
body lean, 
phys 1 distance 
of att 
sent study cou 
about subjects' nonve 
body sture s 
se var 
have prov 
1 
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s of 
s were not luded in 
1 information 
rate .. 
In terms of 
r towa 
r further re sea esent 
study to be r i us a dif rent e 
dif rent con rate.. As has ment earl r, a 
in which sex of confederate is an independent variable needs to 
be Perhaps a study in which soci group rnembersh 
wa 
group e 
carri out and measures 
be helpful 
towa the rmerly mentally ille 
en 
r 
re after the 
ing attitudes 
S itut lizat is a social reality many of 
ly ill are now members of comrnunit Se In 
o r r se persons to active in community li they 
w 11 the sit atti s of community mernberso It 
important for mental 1th counselors to know what the 
attitudes of others are toward the formerly mentally ill. Such 
knowledge can be u in counseling the former mental patient 
and can used in planning implementing community-based 
mental health facilit Se 
The present study of rs some informat 
attitude of college males towa 
regarding 
the formerly 
mentally ill in a social group situations Results suggest t 
a history of mental illness an effect on how a rson is 
perceived on qualit s of trustworth ss, r iability, 
re ility, s, health ss and erstandability .. 
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These f ings suggest that moral character, as well physical 
mental " ss", are sal attitudes others ho 
toward the ex-mental ient .. 
The esent study utilized male 
s s to uate sex di rences 
1e col 
ir att s towa 
rmerly mentally ill. The study showed males 
s can react with a positive attitude towa a rmer 
mental 
find 
ient; is suggests a former mental patient may 
a soc group among certa ions. 
The 
counselors 
prov s formation 
rs.. By hav 
t may be useful to 
information about attitudes 
tow a rmer mental patients the publ 's pe ion of a 
mentally ill or a formerly mentally ill ient can res 
corrected, if For counselors, having information 
about public's attitude would allow for discussions with 
their clients of the o en unspoken concern rmer 
en ts about the acceptance they 11 receive they 
go back into the social wor 
More re ea is needed using different subjects 
dif rent uat which atti s are measur It is 
also tant to measure not just pe ions, but also to 
measure jects' behavioral and t re s to the 
formerly mentally ill. Little research has been done on how 
atti tow a the ly ill affect their social li It 
i 
re 
funct 
that thi study ill 
into attit of af t 
of more current 
social 
ing of the formerly mentally ill 
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Appendix A 
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Inforrred Consent 
Project Director: Kathryn Walburn, graduate student 
Faculty Supervisor: Jerzy Karylowski, Ph.D. Departrrent: Psychology 
This psychological research project is investigating sorre of the processes 
involved in the establishrrent of a social group. 'Ille general purpose of the study 
is to investigate the ways people differ in their assessrrent of others and how 
their assessrrent affects their choice and willingness to work with these others. 
If you choose to participate in the study, you will be asked to rret with a 
person/persons for a short interview session; this session will take about 5 minutes. 
After the interview session you will be asked to complete sorre rating forms. The 
maximum arrrn.mt of tirre required for your participation will be approxirrately one 
hour. This study does not involve stress nor any known risks. 
I l.mderstand that participation in the sutdy is totally voluntary and I may 
withdraw at any tirre. I f I choose to complete the study, the results will be 
confidentially maintained; in other words, no individual data will be available, 
only group data. 
I have read and I illlderstand the procedures described above. I agree to 
participate in the procedure and I have received a copy of this description. 
Subject Date Witness Date 
Relationship if other than subject Date Principal Investigator Date 
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Instructions to Subjects Writing Personal Essays 
As you know, the general focus of this study is on social groups; 
specifically we are interested in how group cohesiveness and 
task resolution are affected when groups are comprised of people 
who do/do not have a preference for each other. On the attached 
sheet of paper, please write a short personal essay about 
yourself. Please be candid; topics you may wish to touch on 
are things like education, friendships, goals, marriage, health, 
interests, etc. Please feel free to include anything in the 
essay that you feel is unique to you. Do not put your name on 
the essay. After you have completed the essay, fold it, put it 
in the attached envelope and seal it. Other subjects will read 
your essay in order to have background information on you before 
they meet with you. 
Thank you. 
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Appendix C 
Sign-Up Sheet for Group Session (you will be planning a party) 71 
Please indicate with an X any of the times listed below when you would be 
available for the group session. I will use this information, in 
combination with your preference for the person you just met, to assign 
subjects to groups. Please include your telephone number at the bottom 
of the page so I can get in touch with you. Thank you. 
January 27' 1986 (Monday) 
January 28, 1986 (Tuesday) 
January 29, 1986 (Wednesday) 
9:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m. 
10:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. 
12:30. p.m.-1:30 p.m. 
2:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m. 
9:00 a.m.-10:00 a. m. 
11:00 a.m.-12:00 
2:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. 
8:00 a.m.-9:00 a.m. 
10:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. 
1 : 0 o .... p • m • - 2 : 0 0 p • m • 
3:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. 
I am not available at any of the times listed above but am available 
on: 
Telephone number 
Name: 
